
BOUND COPY OF DISSERTATION

Examples Thesis Bindings Hardbound and Softbound Thesis Binding The soft bound thesis is most commonly used for
draft copies, and for viva presentations.

This is often used for PhD dissertations. They represent the culmination of a large body of work and
achievement at a very high academic level â€” and are recognized symbols of professional accomplishment.
The student may submit additional copies for personal binding at this time; however collection of personal
copies is the responsibility of the student. At Book1One, you can select from three cover options for hard
cover books: a full-color printed cover, a cloth cover with foil stamping, or a faux imitation leather cover with
foil stamping. Placing your order is as easy as ! This type of binding makes your dissertation more durable and
professional. Yes, but it depends on how many. We will fit and center the type using the Time New Roman
font. Please be aware that this may vary Can pages be changed after the binding is completed? No stitching at
all Do you offer spiral binding? If you wish us to provide this service to you, when you place your order,
upload a PDF file indicating what you would like printed on your front cover and spine and approximate
positioning. Be sure to check the guidelines. Special characters, such as Greek letters or mathematical
symbols, may not be available for spine printing. Downloadable Instructions Templates and Forms. Yes, we
can If I need a double sided printing am I charged for just 1 page or 2? The weight of the paper should be at
least 20 Ib. For official archiving, an electronic version of the thesis or dissertation must be submitted to the
University of Houston Library. Once the signature pages have been made available to the student, within five
5 business days the student should coordinate electronic submission to the UH Library and binding with the
UH Copy Center. Durable and professional Quality comes at a price Dissertation printing options Colour vs.
Special Requests If you have binding style or processing time requirements that are unmet by the services
outlined above, please contact Acme Bookbinding or another commercial binder directly to discuss your
project.


